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Until BT was encoded, RNS-E began to complain about the incompatibility of the navigation disk. The geography of the navigation
disk is already limited, and RNS narrows it down even more. In addition, as the leader of the alliance, RNA can afford to add more

open segments to the navigation disk. The navigation map contains only segments that do not lead to the entire navigation disc and can
be easily eliminated. But, on the other hand, GiGi, on the contrary, tries to reduce the navigation global disk to display information,
which can lead to the exclusion of some navigation files that take up no space. To date, there is no solution that would completely

exclude the navigation file, but the very fact of such a situation can be very critical. Login to add comments Suppliers of equipment
and software developers for satellite navigation systems have implemented the first derivative version of the NAVSTAR engine,

designed to work in the Chinese analogue of GPS NAVSPACE, into the ASTRA global navigation system. This week, the first data
appeared confirming that the use of GLONASS / WGS-84 in China is at the highest level, which proves the reliability of GLANS
technologies. SKY LIGHTING and GRAND LIGHTS signed a partnership agreement for 2016. The delegation of ZAO "Hals-

Development" took part in the annual international exhibition "AIRPORT MOSCOW" (AEROPORT MOSCOW), which takes place
from 10 to 12 April. As part of the Navigation for Life project, Tele2 specialists provided residents of the Moscow region with stable
communications at critical infrastructure facilities and urban infrastructure facilities, such as railway stations, metro stations, public
transport stops, and museums. CJSC "Group Sinara" (part of the financial and industrial group "Alfa-Group") carried out scientific

and technical development and testing of the integrated terrestrial digital television signal control system designed to transmit
programs to the Tricolor TV satellite network. "Status Group" has brought to the market a new high-tech service - a comprehensive
turnkey business transport service. CJSC Biometric security service CJSC BIORESURS - a leading Russian developer of integrated

solutions in the field of access control and staff time tracking, offers services for the implementation of automated work and non-stop
accounting systems via SDS (am I doing something wrong?!). Now it is clear that the StrongBRNS series has begun to gain popularity

(apparently due to the high demand for the corresponding DTS series, which have already been quietly sold out). In 10 months, the
average income from,38 went over 2.8 times, (+36%, in just 10 months of income from others) For the last 5 months, DTS revenue

was 70% of all profits, BT revenue was only 15% Income with PKT - half a percent of everything. Return on investment at the end of
the month - 1.1% During the year, more than 100 new accounts were created with, and 35 were closed (compared to 399 before the
release of the decision) Data on the amount of money in wallets For three months I earn on average: $ 89 (1.6%) Six months: $1.37

(0.8%) That's how we live...
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